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Abstract— Mechanical fork raise is associate improved and 

advance technology that helps caused revolution within the 

mechanical industries nowadays all significant engineering 

company uses it. Widespread use of the self-propelled vehicle 

truck had revolutionized deposition practiced before the 

centre of the twentieth century. A combination of fabric 

handling system is within the use, actual from that entirely 

physical to those that square measure semi-automatic 

however manually controlled. Forklift have revolutionized 

warehouse work. They created to doable for one person to 

manoeuvre thousands of pounds promptly. Well maintained 

and safely operated forklifts build lifting and transporting 

freight infinitely easier. This can be the final description of a 

traditional self-propelled vehicle truck. To enhances the 

technology any, this image module is made with remote 

technology, there by the operator will walk at the side of the 

self-propelled vehicle for higher visibility & the 

instrumentality are often placed accurately (precision 

position). This will increase the protection of the operator. 

Key words: Base (Chassis), Remote Controlled System, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A forklift additionally referred to as raise truck, fork truck 

hoist, and self-propelled vehicle truck could be a high-

powered industrial truck want to raise and move material over 

short distance. The forklift was developed in the early 20th 

century by various companies like Clark, which made 

transmission, and Yale & Towne manufacturing, which made 

hoist. The implementation of warehouse transportation 

process is an important area of business for many company, 

blind of their size and profile. The economic cost of use of 

internal transport are a typical component of the company’s 

accounting, whereas the environmental consequences 

associated with it are often overlooked. In many cases, 

especially in small and medium organization, there is a lack 

of awareness of the necessity to pay the environment fees 

incurred by the exploitation of internal transport means which 

apply to off road vehicle, such as forklift, excavators or 

loaders in general, the forklift can be defined as a tool capable 

of lifting hundreds of kilograms of weight. A forklift is a 

vehicle like a small truck that has two metal forks on the front 

used to lift cargo. The forklift operator drives the forklift 

forward until the forks push under the cargo, and can then lift 

the cargo several feet in the air by operating the forks. The 

forks, also known as blades or tines, are usually made from 

steel and can lift to a few tons. Forklifts are machines that use 

levers and/or pulleys to lift significant weights. A fork lift one 

passes on the road may look like a modern invention, but 

these machines have been used for at least the past 2000 

years, if not longer. The Romans used forklifts to build huge 

monuments. Medieval churches were constructed with them. 

Also, the Egyptians may have used them to create pyramids. 

“The fashionable version is either straightforward or 

complicated, and forklifts vary supported their application”. 

To make the project work more realistic, much importance is 

given for practical orientation, therefore a prototype module 

is constructed for the demonstration purpose. This module 

simulates the important operating system this technology 

with slight changes within the structure & motor ratings, the 

system may be born-again for real applications. The method 

of converting rotary to linear motion is implemented in the 

mechanism. 

II. PROPOSED & SCOPE OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

In this research, we investigate a forklift design that is new 

and different from existing design. The new design offer two 

feature: one is that in the forklift the lifting operation is done 

by hydraulic bottle jack, and another feature is that the new 

forklift is more compact. The remainder of the thesis 

elaborates these new feature is more details. 

To achieve our new design goals, we need to do 

some research about the forklift design and what kind of 

product transportation is using the forklift. Based on that 

research, we need to find what the shortcoming of existing 

design are. The new design offer both new and improvised 

features, over what is currently available. Next, we would use 

CAD modelling to crest the new 3D design. Last, we would 

run analysis and calculation on the model to make sure it is 

stable and safe under working condition.  

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) Liai Pan, a Qiulei Dub As a kind of industrial handling 

vehicle, forklift play an indispensable role in people’s 

life. Nowadays, to meet the need of people, the type of 

forklift is more and more. In this project, based on 

already the basic parameters of the push forward forklift 

in the market, the working device of the forklift has been 

introduced  

2) Chunshan working device is an important part of the 

forklift. When the forklift is loading and unloading 

Handling, it is directly under all the cargo weight and 

finished the good fork, handling, lifting, etc. It is mainly 

composed of the motor, battery, frame, outrigger and 

cargo, guide wheel, and lifting hydraulic jack, etc. 

3) Aashishkumar L Sharnangat1, M.S. Tufail We describe 

the development of the robotic intended to operate 

alongside human personnel, handling palletized material 

within existing, busy, semi structure outdoor storage 

facilities. The robot operates in minimally-prepared, 

semi structured environment, in which the forklift 

handles variable palletized cargo using only sensing, and 

transports it while interacting with other moving 

vehicles. 

IV. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

Many components are used in this project are given below. 
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a) Frame (chases). 

b) Fork (pallet) 

c) Controller. 

d) Hydraulic bottle jack. 

e) Shaft. 

f) DC motor. 

g) Battery. 

h) Wheel. 

A. Frame (Chases) 

The chassis is fabricated from M.S square pipes. This is done 

for ease of fabrication, and to reduce the overall weight. The 

chassis was designed to take a static load of 3kg. The rear 

wheel which holds the motor and is bolted to the chassis. So 

that the driving motors can easily accommodate below the 

chassis. The chassis incorporates hole for attaching front 

globe wheel, and for attaching the lift structure.  

 
Fig. 1: Square Pipe 

B. Slider 

It’s a rectangular plate which is held between two vertical 

channels of M.S square pipe which are free to slide up and 

down to lift and lower the weight/load up to a desired limit 

with the help of hydraulic bottle jack which is operated on 

foot and it is placed between the fork. 

C. Controller 

A controller is the brain of the forklift. It is connected to all 

other electronic part such as battery, motor. It takes all the 

input from other component and determine what should be 

signalled to them in return. In the forklift, we are using a yo-

speed bike controller. 

 
Fig. 2: Controller in Forklift 

D. Hydraulic Bottle Jack 

The hydraulic jack is a device used for lifting heavy loads by 

the application of much smaller force. It’s supported Pascal’s 

law, that states that intensity of pressure is transmitted equally 

altogether directions through a mass of fluid at rest. 

E. Shaft 

A shaft is rotating machine element which is used to transmit 

power from one place to another. The ability is delivered to 

the shaft by some tangential force and the resultant force 

created with the shaft permits the power to be transmitted to 

numerous machine coupled to the shaft. To transfer the power 

from one shaft to a different, the varied members like gear, 

pulley etc. area unit mounted thereon. These member 

alongside the force exerted upon them cause the shaft to bend. 

In different words, we could say that a shaft is employed for 

the transmission of force and bending movement. The varied 

member area unit mounted on the shaft. 

F. DC Motor 

An electric motor is a machine which converts electric energy 

into mechanical energy. Its action is based on the principle 

that when a current carrying conductor is placed in magnetic 

field, it experiences a mechanical force whose direction is 

given Fleming’s Left-Hand Rule. This motor place at the rear 

wheel for drive. 

 Specification of motor: 

 Range/Autonomy:75 to 80 km @ 70kg & 55 to 60 km @ 

130kg 

 Weight: 130 kg carrying capability 

 Wattage : 750W  

 Voltage: 48V 

G. Battery 

It supplies power to motor. The battery is placed at the back 

side of frame .12volt battery issued to supply power. 

 Specification of battery: 

 Battery: VRLA 33Ah x 4 

 Charging time : 6-8 hours 

H. Wheel 

Three wheel are used in forklift and the 2 wheels are placed 

at front and the remaining wheel are placed at the back. The 

size of rear wheel is 3.00-10.00 & it is connected to the motor. 

V. WORKING 

Forklift is a device which is used in warehouses for transport 

a heavy material from one place to another place. 

Forklift operators drive around forklifts, moving materials 

around warehouses, storage yards, factories, construction 

sites and other work sites the machine itself has a hydraulic 

lifting mechanism, and forks for moving heavy and large 

objects. In this forklift, the lifting is done by the simple 

hydraulic bottle jack. The main component for working a 

forklift are given below.  

A. Hydraulic Bottle Jack 

The hydraulic device is used for to lift the heavy material by 

applying smaller force. It is place at the front of the forklift. 

B. Power Source 

Electric forklifts square measure hopped-up by either a 

battery or fuel cells that gives power to the electrical motors. 

The electric motors used on forklift could also be either DC 

or AC sorts. 

C. Counter Weight 

It is a mass hooked up to the rear of the forklift frame. The 

aim of the counterweight is to counterbalance the load being 

raised. In an electrical forklift truck the massive storage 

battery itself could function a part of the counterweight & 

also the wheel is attached at the end of forklift. 
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D. Drive Wheel 

We are using the three wheels for driving the forklift but only 

single wheel will drive the forklift with the help of motor. 

Drive wheel is placed at the back of the forklift. The motor is 

connected to the rear wheel. 

E. DC Motor 

D.C. Motor is employed in our project for moving fork carry 

from one location to a different. Our project has only 1 motors 

want to run the rear wheel. Whereas the lifting portion is 

completed by hydraulic jack & and it is connected to the 

controller. 

F. Accelerate 

The accelerator is used for to maintain the speed of the 

forklift. We are using the accelerate of yo-speed bike & it is 

connected to control controller.  

VI. WORK ACTIVITIES OF FORKLIFT TRUCK 

Forklift trucks are vehicles designed to man oeuvre and stack 

significant or large merchandise. They’re in the main 

employed in warehouses, stockyards and alternative storage 

areas. Self-propelled vehicle trucks are extremely mobile 

with an awfully tiny turning circle that permits them to man 

oeuvre simply in confined areas. On the front of the truck are 

2 forks operated by fluid mechanics. The motive force should 

work these forks into the pallets on which merchandise are 

keep. The operator then uses the hydraulic forks to elevate the 

pallet, takes it to wherever it's required and sets it down. 

Some goods, like bricks, is emotional by fork-lift while not 

the requirement for pallets. They’re stacked in bales with 

spaces for the forks. The operator should work rigorously as 

these merchandises aren't protected by pallets. Some trucks 

are fitted with small computer screen panels that direct the 

operator wherever to position merchandise within the 

warehouse. 

Operators may have got to keep records and follow 

directions written on a worksheet. They are additionally liable 

for the basic maintenance of the forklift. This includes 

greasing or oiling components and dynamical or recharging 

the battery. Manually operators forklift could have got to add 

a loud and dust-covered atmosphere. Operating outdoors 

altogether atmospheric condition may be necessary. 

Industrial carry forklift area unit used for handling materials, 

parts, products, tools, equipment, provides and maintenance 

things. Forklifts area unit economical for material handling 

because of their mobile and need just one operator to carry, 

transport, and stack or un-stack the fabric. Forklifts could also 

be used for indoor or outside use betting on their size, tyres 

and load capacities. The foremost factors that result in 

injuries involving the employment of forklifts embrace 

unsafe driving and material handling practices. 

It is also known as 'forklift', 'fork lift', or 'fork truck' 

is instantly recognizable, their full, official title may be a Fork 

raise Truck, due to the fork formed tool at the front that 

historically was wonted to raise pallets. But now, like several 

different pieces of apparatus, the forklift has evolved and is 

offered in an exceedingly wide selection of designs, with 

variable functions and capacities, looking on wherever and 

how they're to be used. All raise truck operators should be 

trained before operational a raise truck. Coaching is provided 

by the priority manufacturer and consists of each formal 

instruction and sensible coaching. Coaching is each vehicle- 

and workplace-specific. The coaching may be a sometime 

requirement unless the operator is concerned associate 

exceedingly in a very raise truck accident or is ascertained 

operational the truck in an unsafe manner. Industrial raise 

trucks should be inspected before every day of service. A 

daily scrutiny list should be completed and any defects ought 

to be reported and corrected instantly. A truck might not be 

placed into service if any defects square measure found 

throughout the inspection. 

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

Project work “Battery Operated 3 Wheel Drive Forklift for 

Industrial Warehouse” is aimed to lift the load with the help 

of hydraulic jack. The main advantages of using this is to 

easily handle heavy load by only pressing the jack. It 

increases the productivity because no external source like 

battery or wire is attached. The system is designed & 

developed successfully, for the demonstration purpose 

prototype model (mini model) is constructed & the result is 

satisfactory.  

After collecting the date from Various journal as 

well as research paper there is large amount of electricity is 

wasted by lifting a load or heavy material therefore we came 

to conclusion that manual hydraulic lift is the only way to stop 

such industrial issue like skill operator only can operate are 

not required, heavy load handling and the main advantage of 

this forklift is most efficient, cheap for cost & increase 

productivity. Most of all the electricity saving is a major 

concern by using hydraulic jack forklift. We can use human 

brain as well as hands & legs & operate a forklift and thereby 

nullifying the chances of accident.  

Our project features an easy electrical heart and an 

easy mechanical body. As this can be the only one, we've got 

easy fast the speed of the vehicle for manual operational. It is 

often changed into any elegant application. Considering the 

project time and everyone the required steps, we tend to 

terminate this project is that the right one. Since simply an 

easy modification in its mechanical arm and movement 

means, we will convert into any golem which will perform a 

special variety of work. We will use our human brain further 

as body and legs to cut back external supply and wire. As this 

can be the only one, we've got manual operational bottle 

hydraulic jack. It is often changed into any elegant 

application. we tend to come to conclusion that operated by 

hand the vehicle is scale back the value of trained worker & 

any worker will have used our vehicle further because it is 

safe, low-cost and simple to use and increase the productivity. 
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